
‘switch to the 
extra-ordinary’



with style that
 accentuates 
your choice

Your lifestyle is an expression of who you are. 
Understanding your lifestyle enabled Schneider 
Electric to introduce many innovative, artful 
switches worldwide. If innovation remains 
meaningful, it can add value to one’s life. Innovation 
must renew lifestyle. 

Choosing the right switch can make a difference. 
It is amazing how you can beautify your tall walls 
with just one single facet. Schneider Electric’s new 
range of switches, LIVIA, combines gorgeous looks 
with outstanding functionality. A purist design 
ensures the selection of suitable raw materials 
and non-compromising technology. 

True to its name, the beautifully crafted LIVIA brings 
a peaceful and enduring style with a subtle edge 
to every room in your life space. It is time to make  
a statement.

The aesthetically designed LIVIA switches are made of high grade  
heat-resistant, impact-resistant polycarbonate. It ensures safety while 
giving a classic surface finish. The LIVIA range of switches and sockets are 
built to ensure high functionality, increased safety and ease of installation. 
Complete with curves, this is definitely a range to look out for!

with designs that
create lasting impressions



Being slim yet curvy is what makes objects desirable. The 2.7mm 
thickness of the plates on all four sides lures your wall with LIVIA’s 
close hug. The sleek yet curved body thus guarantees to be the 
perfect addition to any household or workspace.

Its thin, wall hugging, free flowing surface design makes its surface 
dust-free and easy to wipe and clean. The soft white texture with 
high gloss finish makes LIVIA effortlessly chic in a trendy ambience 
and ornamental to a traditional interior style.

peace of mind
with complete



LIVIA switches and sockets are equipped with a innovative honeycomb 
designed grid plate which lends rigidity. A positive and firm locking of 
the grid and cover frame ensures a tight grip, which means that you 
need not worry!

with looks 
that are timeless

because you
deserve the best

This aesthetic beauty is a solid performer. 
Copper bridge and silver inlay contacts 
ensure efficient break and make, prevent 
switch welding and ensure long life. Solid 
brass terminal and screws with rounded 
tips prevent cable damage and ensure 
efficient electrical contact, while built-in 
spark shield provides added safety.

Switches

LIVIA’s aesthetically designed fan 
controllers are equipped with a 360 degree 
rotary knob for ease of speed regulation. 
These controllers ensure a smooth,  
hum-free operation and a uniform speed 
variation. They are available in one module 
and two modules sizes

Fan Controllers

LIVIA sockets guarantee you durability and 
most importantly, convenience. Attention 
to minute details sets LIVIA apart from 
the rest. Sockets come with a specially 
designed phosphor bronze grip for proper 
engagement of plug pins and thus, warrants 
a long life. The entry skew on the face plate 
ensures hassle-free insertion and removal 
of plug tops. Special glass filled nylon 
shutter ensures safety.

Sockets

LIVIA’s full range of electrical accessories 
comprises switches with indicators, bell 
press switches in two sizes, light dimmers 
and loss-free TV, telephone and data jacks, 
blank-off and grid and cover plate from 1M 
to 18M. 

Other Accessories



Category Reference Description
Unit 

MRP(`) 

Data/TV/Communication Outlets

P4011 RJ 11 Tel outlet shuttered 118

P4045 RJ 45 cat 5e Data outlet shuttered 450

P4046 RJ 45 cat6 Data outlet shuttered 525

P4500 TV socket 110

Grid + Cover Plate 

P0701 1-2 M Grid & 1 M cover frame 79

P0702 1-2 M Grid & 2 M cover frame 81

P0703 3 M Grid & 3 M cover frame 99

P0704 4 M Grid & 4 M cover frame 121

P0706 6 M Grid & 6 M cover frame 161

P0708 8 M Grid & 8 M cover frame – linear 212

P0709 8 M Grid & 8 M cover frame – square 238

P0712 12 M Grid & 12 M cover frame 289

P0718 18 M Grid & 18M cover frame 405

Others

P0001 Blank off unit (1M) 33

Category Reference Description
Unit 

MRP(`) 

Switches

P1001 10AX 1 way switch 98

P1081 10AX 1 way switch with indicator lamp 153

P1002 10AX 2 way switch 123

P1101 16AX 1 way switch 140

P1181 16AX 1 way switch with indicator lamp 191

P1121 16AX 1 way Switch (2M) 194

DP Switches

P1120 20A DP switch with indicator lamp 305

P1132 32A DP switch with indicator lamp 497

Bell Press

P1005 10A bell push switch 140

P1025 10A bell push switch (2M) 187

P1085 10A bell push switch with indicator 168

P1086 10A bell push switch with indicator (2M) 207

Sockets

P2005 10A, 2 pin/3 pin socket outlet with shutter 151

P2106 10A/16A 3 pin socket outlet with shutter 217

P2207 10A/25A, 3 pin socket outlet with shutter 306

P2010 13A multi pin socket outlet with shutter 278

Light Dimmer/Fan Controller

P3012 Dimmer 1000W (2M) 1015

P3200 Step type fan regulator (2M) 526

P3100 Step type fan regulator (1M) 450

P3004 Dimmer 400W (1M) 797
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Stylish, reliable and safe. LIVIA, Schneider Electric’s range of 
effervescent switches and sockets blend in to stand out.



about Schneider Electric 

As the global specialist in energy management, Schneider 
Electric offers integrated solutions across multiple market 
segments, including leadership positions in energy and 
infrastructure, industrial processes, building automation, 
and data centres/networks, as well as a broad presence in 
residential applications. 

Focused on making energy safe, reliable, and efficient, the 
company is committed to help individuals and organisations 
“Make the most of their energy”.

Customer Care Centre: Toll-free: 1800 103  0011, 1800 180 1707, 
Email: in-care@in.schneider-electric.com,  
Website: www.schneider-electric.co.in


